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J u n e K a p i t a n ’s p r e f a b

memories, Ipswich,

Free

Suffolk

June, her husband and their son Jaroslav moved into a Tarran prefab in Ipswich in 1955 when Jaroslav was just four months old. They lived
there until 1964 and moved out after Jaroslav’s sister was born. In 2010, June came back to live on the estate where there are still 142 prefabs standing.
She moved into a prefab that is very close to her original home. In 2013 Ipswich’s post-war prefabs were threatened with demolition but their
residents voted to save them, the council gave them a new lease of life by re-doing the roofs, installing new kitchens and bathrooms and improving
insulation. They remain very popular with many tenants who like their bungalow layout – and the large gardens that come with them.
June and Jaroslav tell us more:
June: I was on my own [when I June: It’s just what you were offered days parents didn’t really know Jaroslav: In those days, family was
came back to the estate], I don’t in the 1950s, there wasn’t really a where you were; you just left in the important and the number of people
think I’d get a council house with choice. I thought it was like a rabbit morning and turned up for meals. that mum and dad entertained in
two bedrooms now. They’re cosy, hutch when I first saw it. But now It was an idyll really. But of course the prefab, about 20 at a time… but
you know?
they’ve made them really lovely. I knew nothing else – I didn’t know they did it! To be honest, life was so
there were any other places to live different then – we never thought
Jaroslav: They’re easy to maintain Jaroslav: The big difference was – all my friends lived in prefabs. about how we lived, in those days it
and everything is convenient. The that nearly everyone was young You were in an out of other peo- just wasn’t an issue, at least not that I
prefab is warm, it’s pretty economi- back then, with children. But now ple’s prefabs all the time. But that recall. It was all about your personalcal to run. It’s an area that’s quiet – it’s the older generation using them. doesn’t really happen anymore, ity, and not where or how you lived.
there are no problems here. You’ve I said they can’t last forever, but life has changed. There was much
got a nice plot of land for sitting out they have done so far.
more of a community spirit – the
– which makes it very attractive.
whole place was much more comJune: It was lovely having a fire. munity-minded in that era.
It was the odd horse and cart
back then that brought the coal. June: When we came here the first
time, there was a fridge, a copper
Jaroslav: It used to get so damn and a sink – great for washing napcold, we had a galvanised tin bath pies, we didn’t have disposable
and sometimes we’d have a bath ones then, you know? There was
in front of the fire – it was the only a big lawn, we were almost selfway to keep warm. But growing sufficient really, we grew lots of
up here was wonderful. There were veggies. And we had lots of parties,
so many children here, in those when the children were young.
Photos top and bottom left are from June Kapitan’s family archive: friends and family in front of a Tarran prefab, Ipswich, early 1960s (© June Kapitan)
Bottom right: June Kapitan and her son Jaroslav in June’s Tarran prefab, Ipswich, 2016 (© Elisabeth Blanchet)

